Global Salary Forecast 2019: Smaller real-wage increases predicted for most parts of the world.

Forecast reveals that, adjusted for inflation, real-wage increases globally are expected to grow only an average of 1 percent in 2019.

While inflation rates are on the upswing, climbing industrial salaries are, too. This is reflected in compensation trends, where companies are responding to higher material costs, rising labor demands, and price hikes in key markets for critical skills. In anticipation of this, the Korn Ferry Global Salary Forecast 2019 provides useful data for leaders and organizations when determining pay. This year, the forecast reveals average increases for high-inflation markets, such as Argentina and Peru, that range from 5.6% to 11.0%.
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About the Study
The data are drawn from Korn Ferry salary databases, which contain salary records for more than 250,000 organizations across more than 120 countries. It is the largest single source of salary data focused on executive and management positions. The results are based on an average of 4% in the developed world and emerging regions.
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